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A LITTLE ABOUT MYSELF BEFORE WE BEGIN

Monty Chicola 

Software Developer since 1980. 

President of RVI, a Content Management Company. 

I developed imaging on the AS/400 before its 
general release back in the 1980’s. 

It has been my pleasure developing software and 
hardware with IBM Rochester over the years. With 
thousands of customers worldwide, everyday is an 
opportunity to learn. 

My first passion is flying my airplane and second is 
developing new software.



http://Host:Port/internet/common/db2x2/app/index.html



http://Host:Port/internet/common/db4x4/app/index.html



http://Host:Port/internet/common/db6x6/app/index.html



http://Host:Port/internet/common/db2x2/app/index.html



HTTP Configuration libraries you need to have in there. 

Allow Posting

Port if needed

Allow RVICOMMON Library



HTTP Configuration libraries you need to have in there

CGIBIN Share

RVICOMMON

OLD DEMO



http://Host:Port/internet/common/db2x2/app/index.html



Project File Structure

Style Sheet

I Store

Main View

Viewport is 1st page layout



Index.html file determines the paths and App.js file

Sencha

Sencha

App.js to start 
DB2X2\Application



App.Js files includes the store and path and project name.

Splash 
Screen

Name
I Store Defined

Path to 
Application



Viewport.JS 
Determines how 
many windows are 
being displayed.

Include our view

Our main view program



The Store tells the 
Program what fields 
are coming in and the 
format if its JSON or 
XML, In my examples I 
do both for you to see.

Fields

Store Name

STD-In-Out Program

RQSTYP RPG Program 
Name

Format Type –
XML default JSON





2x2 Dashboard This is where we set our initial layout. 
We set it to be an hbox. Our chart and 
grid will each be an individual item in 
our container, which we set the layout 
to vbox. 

After we set all our variables for the 
chart, we will then add item 2 or the 
grid. 

item 1

item 2



2x2 Chart Set the type of chart, size of chart and animation.



2x2 Chart 

Then you set the axes. Our first axes 
will be numeric, and we set its position 
to left. We then set the field we want it 
to show, the title, and label specifics 
we want to set. 



2x2 Chart 

Our next axes will be a category type, 
and we set its position to bottom. We 
then set the field we want it to show, the 
title, and label specifics we want to set. 



2x2 Chart Then we set our main title for our 
chart and more styling specifics.



2x2 Chart 

Series: here we set the type of series to 
column, we set highlight to true, and we 
set variables for the label of the series. 

We can also input a tip under our series so 
that the mouse over shows the data of that 
column in which ever format we decide. 

display: ‘insideEnd’



2x2 Chart 

Series: continuing under or series 
definietions we set our xField and 
yField to our data fields we originally 
set in our axes. Here we also set our 
legend to show. Finally, we set the 
colors of our columns, with a renderer. 

colors from our renderer





2x2 Grid Set the xtype to grid and set the store for the grid .

Where we begin defining our 2nd item



2x2 Grid Then you set the columns we want and the 
dataIndex from the store they will use. 





Using Tools in Chrome we can see the post 
to our program called sdatasets

Program Name

Post



I have given you the RPG code 
this is used on all projects here



What's important to know about the RPG Code

Variable

Sets



What's important to know about the RPG Code

XML



I also give you some JSON examples for RPG Code

JSON Data also supported



This RPG Program 
sends batch thru that 
RTNARY Parm this 
XML that matches 
the fields the store is 
expecting (case sensitive)





http://Host:Port/internet/common/db2x2/app/index.html



GETTING STARTED ON YOUR MACHINE

https://www.realvisionsoftware.com/SupportResources.php

Scroll down to “Common New for 2021” get all 3 items

This is a directory to be placed under cgibin directory

This is the RVICOMMON Library with RPGLE code

This is Sencha Open Source Place under cgibin directory

Go To:

https://www.realvisionsoftware.com/SupportResources.php


LINKS YOU SHOULD TEST TO PROVE YOU ARE GOOD TO GO 

http://YourIP:Port/internet/common/db2x2/app/index.html

The2X2 Dashboard 

http://YourIP:Port/internet/common/db4x4/app/index.html

http://YourIP:Port/internet/common/db6X6/app/index.html

The 4x4 Dashboard 

The6X6 Dashboard 

https://docs.sencha.com/extjs/4.2.6/#!/api/Ext
Sencha Documentation for this Version



WHAT DO I DO NEXT

SDATASETSP  RPGLE       Shows Data in XML For your personal data 

In QRPGLESRC in RVICOMMON Library
I wrote you a skeleton program so you can add
One of your data base files into it, use a couple 
Fields replace them with these names and test.
If You compile this over sdatasets, you will not have
To change any sencha code, and run the 2x2 Example.

FMCFILE2   IF   E           K DISK    UsrOpn
Replace my file spec with yours and the override to your 
library, then change a couple field names but not the literal 
xml values. One caution you may want to limit the number 
of records to like 10 or 100, too many bars won’t look good.

C                   Eval      QCmd = 'OVRDBF FILE(MCFILE2) '          
C                             + 'TOFILE(MONTY80/MCFILE2)'             
C                   Call      'QCMDEXC'                            97 
C                   Parm QCmd 200       
C                   Parm 200           QLen 15 5     
C                   open      MCFILE2 



Past demo with forms, paging grid, outque app, and more…

http://YourIP:Port/internet/common/rvidemo/app/index.html



http://YourIP:Port/internet/ext-4.1.1a/examples/index.html




